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From phenomenal plant to culinary anachronism: Sechium edule in 

Australia 
 

The Brisbane Courier of 14 June 1890 published a paper delivered by Mr Louis Bernays1 to 

the Royal Society of Queensland entitled ‘The introduction of the “chocho”2 to Queensland’. 

Bernays, a founding member of the Queensland Acclimatisation Society, told his audience 

that it in June 1888 Sir Anthony Musgrave,3 late Governor of Queensland, had suggested to 

him: 

The advisableness of testing the adaptability to some part of this colony of 
a food plant well known to him during his sojourn in Jamaica–namely, the 
chocho, as it was known there in the vernacular.4  

The Queensland Acclimatisation Society had been established in 1862 and granted land in 

Brisbane, which the Society named Bowen Park, on which to conduct their investigations. 

Acclimatisation Societies were a recent phenomenon, the London Society only having been 

established in 1860. Like those formed in other states of Australia, the Queensland society 

was a voluntary association of people (men), both amateurs and people with some 

horticultural or other appropriate training, interested in introducing new species of both plants 

and animals into Queensland to enrich the native flora and fauna through exchange with other 

countries. In most cases Acclimatisation Societies were eventually subsumed into 

Departments of Agriculture and the like, but the Queensland society continued its activities 

until 1956.5  

Acclimatisation societies in general have been criticised for undervaluing the 

Australian environment and trying to make it into something more interesting or more 

familiar.6 Their efforts in various states resulted in the introduction of sparrows and mynah 

birds for example. The Queenslanders however concentrated on flora and were particularly 

 
1 http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/bernays-lewis-adolphus-2982 
2 Almost from the first mentions in local newspapers the fruit was referred to as either the ‘chocho’ or the 
choko. Since choko came to be the commonly accepted version this is the spelling used throughout. Only the 
Australian Women’s Weekly  spells the plural as chokoes. 
3 http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/musgrave-sir-anthony-4283 
4 Brisbane Courier, 14 June 1890, p. 6. 
5 https://www.qhatlas.com.au/content/queensland-acclimatisation-society 
6 Peter Osborne, ‘The Queensland Acclimatisation Society: Challenging the stereotype’, Queensland Historical 
Journal, 20 (8), 2008, pp. 337–50. 
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interested in plants with a view to introducing those which offered agricultural and thus 

economic potential. In other words, they were interested in anything that was both exotic and 

useful, which would extend the state’s material resources and ensure prosperity. Their 

curiosity does not seem to have extended to commercial uses for many indigenous plants, 

other than the macadamia, but the society did take an interest in conservation and individual 

members of the society were instrumental in studying Queensland native flora.7 To their 

credit they experimented with, among others, bananas, pineapples, olives, and mangoes, and 

made important contributions to the development of the sugar industry through their work on 

sugar cane. The idea that plants from other countries could grow well in and be of benefit to 

Australia was not new. Acclimatisation of one form or another had been taking place since 

the arrival of the First Fleet in 1788. Ferdinand von Mueller in his capacity as Director of the 

Botanic Gardens in Melbourne, had already published his suggestions on plants which would 

add to ‘the furtherance of settlement and prosperity’ which included the choko.8  

Sechium edule was already widely grown, known as ‘chuen’ in Brazil, ‘christophine’ 

in the West Indies and ‘chayote’ in Europe, it has since been adopted in South East Asia and 

remains a popular vegetable in Mexico (where it probably originated), Latin America and the 

Caribbean.9 The choko is ‘a perennial cucurbitaceous plant’ (that is a member of the same 

plant family as cucumbers, melons, pumpkins and squashes) and a strong climber with ovoid 

fruit shaped like an elongated pear which contain a single thin seed. The surface of the fruit is 

often deeply furrowed and may be covered in prickles (especially as the choko ages), while 

the flesh is firm, crisp and cream-coloured. Two varieties were noted by Bernays ‘one having 

flowers and fruit of pale green, and the other with flowers and fruit rather larger and cream-

coloured or white’, while some growers reported that white and green fruit could be borne on 

the same plant.10 

After describing the plant, Bernays went on to explain to his audience that he had 

written to the director of the public gardens in Jamaica and obtained a box of ‘chochos’, 

although only two had survived the journey. In the care of the manager of Bowen Park these 

two ‘were nurtured into vigorous growth’ and, given that it had shown admirable adaption to 

 
7 Peter Osborne, ‘The Queensland Acclimatisation Society: Challenging the stereotype’, Queensland Historical 
Journal, 20 (8), 2008, pp. 337–50. 
8 Australian Town and Country Journal, 19 October 1872, p. 10 (Mueller). 
9 Australian Town and Country Journal, 30 June 1894, p. 22. Turner reports having seen them in Covent Garden 
– he left London in 1874. Other names for the Sechium edule include mirliton and vegetable pear. 
10 (Brisbane Courier, 14 June 1890, p. 6) 
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the local climate, and all parts of the plant from the shoots to the tuber were edible, he felt the 

‘chocho’ was likely to become a useful addition to the local food plants as feed for both 

humans and animals.11  

News of the choko and samples of the fruit appear to have spread almost as 

vigorously as the plant itself. By 1892 the Australian Town and Country Journal was able to 

print an illustration of the choko, drawn from a specimen supplied to them by a Miss Keene 

(from Gosford) who had grown it from a sample distributed by the New South Wales 

Department of Agriculture. This article does not indicate where the Department may have 

sourced their samples, but it seems certain that they were those that Mr Fred Turner, botanist 

for the Department of Agriculture in New South Wales (and previously curator of the 

Queensland Acclimatisation Society’s Bowen Farm), had received from Mr. W. Hill, former 

superintendent of the Queensland Botanic Gardens, in late 1890.12 Reports indicate that many 

people initially received samples from the Department and subsequently ‘public spirited’ 

growers shared their crop with their neighbours.13 In no time chokos were being exhibited at 

meetings of gardeners and beekeepers, and at agricultural shows, and were available to 

purchase at markets.14 The choko quickly developed a reputation as hardy, prolific, a great 

attractor of bees when in flower, and all the more valuable because it could be ‘utilised on all 

lands to cover unsightly fences and buildings’.15 Mr Valder of Leichhardt, a Sydney suburb, 

for example, reported that his one plant had covered 50 foot of fence and had yielded 3 to 4 

dozen fruit every week from February through to June, some of which he had distributed to 

his neighbours, at least 20 of whom now had flourishing specimens of their own.16 Similarly, 

 
11 See Telegraph (Brisbane) 11 February 1889, p. 3 ‘Acclimatisation Society’, for receipt of ‘box of seeds’; 
Brisbane Courier, 12 October 1889, p. 6 ‘Queensland Acclimatisation Society’ ‘the choko introduced last year 
from Jamaica has again commenced to grow vigorously’. Australian Town and Country Journal, 19 October 
1872, p. 10 (Mueller). 
12 Hill provided Turner with 2 dozen specimens. Australian Town and Country Journal, 5 November 1892, p. 
22. http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/turner-fred-8886; http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/hill-walter-12981. 
13 Mr Otto Fuchs was having great success with his chokos in Grafton Leader (Melbourne), 24 June 1893, p. 10; 
‘Specimens obtained from the department’ Dungog Chronicle, 27 November 1894, p. 3. See also Mr Valder, 
Australian Town and Country Journal, 30 June 1894, p. 22. Plants were also distributed from the office of 
Australian Town and Country Journal, Australian Town and Country Journal, 21 September 1895, p. 10. 
14 Daily Telegraph (Sydney), 19 May 1893, p. 3 (Field Naturalist’s Society), Windsor and Richmond Gazette, 
29 July 1893, p. 4 (The Beekeepers Association); Macleay Argus, 7 March 1984, p. 5 (the Port Macquarie 
Agricultural Show); available to purchase The Cumberland Mercury, 28 July 1894, p. 1; Windsor and Richmond 
Gazette, 26 May 1894, p. 3; Toowoomba Chronicle and Darling Downs Advertiser, 12 May 1894, p. 6. 
15 Dungog Chronicle, 27 November 1894, p. 3. 
16 Australian Town and Country Journal, 30 June 1894, p. 22. This is presumably the same Mr Valder who is 
Principal of Hawkesbury Agricultural College. 

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/turner-fred-8886
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Mr Bonnefin counted almost 300 fruit on his vine and a grower from Queensland claimed a 

similar yield, of 30 dozen fruit, over the season.17 

If anything, the choko was too prolific. Mr Patterson despairing of being able to 

consume even half his crop fresh, since they ripened all at once, sought ways to store them 

for future use. Mr Valder, who, it turns out, was the Principal of Hawkesbury Agricultural 

College, recommended storing them in sand. The results were a disaster. After five months 

Patterson reported that 60 per cent of those he experimented with had made shoots after a few 

months and the ones that had not were unfit to eat ‘being rather waxy in flavour and 

altogether far from agreeable’.18  

With this prodigious bounty it is no surprise that growers were keen to find ways of 

using their crop. In his lecture to the Royal Society, Bernays had suggested the fruit was best 

boiled until soft then sliced and fried. He also mentioned that the cooked fruit could be 

‘dressed with lime juice and spiced’ or, by ‘treatment’ with lime juice and sugar could be 

turned into a ‘succedaneum’ for apple sauce, techniques presumably imported from Jamaica 

with the samples. Mr Turner on the other hand demonstrated little culinary flare. He 

recommended that chokos be peeled, quartered and then boiled until soft and served like 

vegetable marrow, or parboiled and then baked under a joint of meat. Mr Daniel Jones, he of 

the crop of more than 30 dozen, thought the choko useful cooked as a marrow but had clearly 

done a bit of experimenting and found it an excellent addition to acid fruits such as rhubarb 

and rosella, especially in the case of the rosella because ‘it considerably modifies the, to some 

persons, exceedingly tart taste of this fruit’.19 Meanwhile ‘a Lismore lady’ had manage to 

prove that the choko could be made into excellent jam, albeit requiring flavouring with ginger 

and lemons.20 

For some time however this phenomenal plant seems to have been of more interest to 

horticulturalists than cooks, with William Souter, onetime overseer of Bowen Park and 

confederate of Bernays, lamenting that ‘somehow it is not fully appreciated by the general 

public’.21 Its potential as a food for pigs does not appear to have been extensively explored 

 
17 Australian Town and Country Journal, 30 June 1894, p. 22; Australian Town and Country Journal, 26 
November 1892, p. 23. The choko is best suited to the climate in Queensland and New South Wales but 
newspaper articles suggest that it was also successfully grown in Victoria, Tasmania and South Australia. 
18 Darling Downs Gazette, 27 May 1899, p. 4; 9 December 1899, p. 4. 
19 Australian Town and Country Journal, 26 November 1892, p. 23. 
20 The Maitland Daily Mercury, 29 August 1894, p. 3.  
21 See Australian Town and Country Journal, 3 November 1894, p. 22 suggesting pickling whole small fruit in 
brine and vinegar and the potential for this as an export product and Australian Town and Country Journal 23 
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and the suggestion that there might be export potential in pickled chokos seems to have been 

a flight of fancy.22 On the domestic scene, Mrs Hannah Maclurcan, based at the time in 

Queensland,23 was an early adopter of the choko, including a recipe for Fried Choko (peeled, 

boiled in salted water until tender, sliced, dipped in egg and rolled in breadcrumbs then fried) 

in the first edition of her eponymous cook book24 but chokos were slow to make their way 

into recipe books. They do not rate a mention in either Mrs Foster Rutledge’s The Goulburn 

Cookery Book (1905) or Home Cookery in Australia (1904) both of which were compiled 

from recipes contributed by housekeepers. There are no uses for chokos in The Schauer 

Cookery Book (1909) by the Misses Schauer, who were teachers of cookery and domestic arts 

in Brisbane at the time. The Worker Cook Book published in 1914, another complied 

collection aimed primarily at working class women in the bush, did provide a recipe for 

Choko Pickles.25 

 
November 1985, p. 25 suggesting consuming the young leaves of the choko.  William Souter to the editor 
Brisbane Courier, 25 February 1904, p. 2 re correspondence on ‘a phenomenal plant’. 
22 Australian Town and Country Journal, 3 November 1894, p. 22. 
23 In Townsville, where chokos were available for sale in the produce market, see note 13. 
24 Mrs Maclurcan’s Cookery Book: A Collection of Practical Recipes Specially Suitable for Australia, Hannah 
Maclurcan, Townsville, 1898. Recipe number 393. 
25 P. 176. Recipes for Choko Pickles appeared in The Worker on 5 June 1913, p. 21 and 24 July 1913, p. 11. 
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Turner’s article ‘New Commercial Crops’ in Australian Town and Country Journal, 

30 June 1894, p. 22. 
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Meanwhile recipes and methods of dealing with chokos were being exchanged in the 

women’s pages of the newspapers. The choko ‘unsophisticated and unadorned’26 may not 

have appealed to all tastes but ‘was improved in the estimation of many’ by the addition of 

onions, leeks or eschallots.27 Seasoning with nutmeg also improved the end result.28 Very 

quickly the principle ways of using them became boiling and serving plain with butter, or 

with some sort of sauce–parsley or cheese; frying, as per Mrs Maclurcan’s recipe; stuffing 

with either a meat or vegetable stuffing; or using them in preserves, either jam, chutney or 

pickles.29  

Described as ‘prolific, if not too popular’,30 many cooks were perhaps initially wary 

of a vegetable with which they were unfamiliar. ‘Delphia’ who wrote the Woman’s Corner 

for the Brisbane Courier advised readers that the usual fault with chokos was that they were 

not cooked for long enough and arrived at the table ‘hard and indigestible’. She 

recommended boiling for about an hour and serving with melted butter, or with parsley 

sauce.31 A significant problem was that, to be at their best, chokos needed to be eaten when 

small and young and ideally freshly picked because they toughen as they get older.32 The 

Sydney Morning Herald put their lack of acceptance down to the fact that the specimens 

available in the shops were old and stale so that ‘many housekeepers, after trying them once 

or twice, make up their minds they are no good’.33 One issue with the choko which none of 

the horticulturalists had mentioned was that of ‘the juice of the choko’.34 Everyone who 

handled chokos would have been aware that peeling them left the hands covered in what was 

variously described as ‘a sticky fluid’ or ‘a disagreeable film’, which was difficult to 

remove.35 Surprisingly this was not an issue discussed at any length in the women’s pages. 

 
26 The Farmer and Settler (Sydney), 6 October 1915, p. 8. 
27 H.J. Rumsey, ‘The ABC of vegetable growing’, The Farmer and Settler, 26 July 1907, p. 13. 
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/rumsey-herbert-john-8297 
28 The Farmer and Settler (Sydney), 15 June 1915, p. 8. 
29 See for example recipes supplied by Miss Amie Munro, lecturer in charge of the Domestic Science 
Department of Sydney Technical College, Sunday Times (Sydney), 16 May 1915, p. 6. 
30 Daily Telegraph (Sydney), 16 November 1907, p. 15. The Mildura Cultivator 17 September 1904, p. 4 
quoting the Agricultural Gazette as saying that even after 11 years the choko was still comparatively little 
known in Sydney households. 
31 Brisbane Courier, 18 May 1901, p. 13. 
32 Wm Souter, Brisbane Courier, 25 February 1904, p. 2. 
33 Sydney Morning Herald, 15 May 1918, p. 7. 
34 Queenslander, 26 October 1918, p. 30. Writer complaining that wife’s hands go numb. 
35 The Propeller (Hurstville), 26 October 1923, p. 7; Sunday Times (Sydney), 16 May 1926, p. 22. 
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Ways of overcoming the problem which were suggested involved either peeling under water, 

smearing the hands with dripping before peeling, or cutting off the stem end of the fruit and 

allowing it to sit and ‘bleed’ before peeling. Bland, stale, indigestible and slimy, it is little 

wonder that the choko was slow to gain popularity in the kitchen. At the same time the 

difficulty of storage and the need to supply the market with produce that was not old and stale 

mitigated against the choko becoming a sought after commercial crop. 

Chokos seem to have come into their own from the 1920s through until at least the 

early 1950s. Abundant and generally cheap, they were particularly prized when other 

vegetables or fruit were expensive or in short supply. Cook Maggie Beer recollects that 

chokos were not necessarily available in shops in the post war period but because so many 

people grew them, there was a glut every summer and, since thrifty households did not waste 

anything, they were ‘a staple’.36 Their blandness meant that chokos could easily 

accommodate to a number of uses both savoury and sweet. Apart from a base for jam or 

marmalade (usually made with chokos, lemons and ginger and based on established recipes 

for jams using melon)37 they were increasingly recommended as a ‘succedaneum’ for apples 

in pies and desserts. Bernays had suggested apple sauce, but in 1907 Herbert Rumsey 

proposed that, with the addition of a little dried apple for flavour, chokos made a ‘passable 

“apple pie”38 and ‘Mock Apple Pie’ (involving stewed chokos, sweetened with sugar and 

flavoured with lemon juice) became familiar to many families. Miss Wilson, the lecturer in 

charge of Domestic Arts at the Sydney Government Technical College in 1929, 

recommended that stewed chokos could substitute for pears, apples or quinces, and indeed, 

properly prepared, could pass as ‘mock pears’.39 ‘Choko Delight’ involved par boiling the 

fruit in sweetened water with lemon, then, when soft, scooping out the centres, and filling the 

hollow with strawberries.40 Rosella and Choko Pie41 and Rosella and Choko Jam42 confirmed 

Mr Jones’s advice from the 1890s. 

 
36 Maggie Beer, Maggie’s Harvest, Penguin, Melbourne, 2007, p. 66. 
37 Suitable as a bulk supplier for strong flavoured fruits in jams The Farmer and Settler, 6 October 1915, p. 6. 
38 The Farmer and Settler, 26 July 1907, p. 13. 
39 Smith’s Weekly, 20 April 1929, p. 16. 
40 The Queenslander, 17 June 1935, p. 36. 
41 The Telegraph (Brisbane), 22 June 1945, p. 4. 
42 The Central Queensland Herald, 18 April 1940, p. 5. 
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If one of the advantages of chokos was that they ‘were not possessed of any 

distinctive flavouring’43 finding imaginative savoury uses for them remained something of a 

challenge. In 1937 Ruth Furst, the cookery expert for the Australian Women’s Weekly had 

few original ideas to suggest. Her selection included Stuffed Chokos (with sausage meat), 

Buttered Chokos (boiled and served with butter, seasoned with salt and cayenne pepper), 

Fried Chokos (à la Maclurcan and served with bacon), chokos baked with pork sausage and 

onions, choko baked with cheese sauce, Choko Salad (cooked and mixed with mayonnaise or 

French dressing; or used as an alternative to potato in potato salad), Curried Choko and 

Choko Souffle, along with the old standby of Choko Pickles. Other recipes were for Choko 

Jam, Choko Fritters (pureed choko made into a fritter batter with egg and flour, fried and 

served with syrup) and Stewed Chokos (with sugar and lemon). 

As time went on even the choko had to be seen to adapt to more sophisticated tastes 

and changing ideas of what families should be eating at home. By 1954 chokos were boiled 

and served with Hollandaise sauce; chokos dressed with white sauce was now Choko 

Mornay; Stuffed Chokos had been transformed into Choko Farci, and last but not least there 

was Choko and Tuna Newburg (cooked choko halves topped with a white sauce flavoured 

with sherry to which was added a tin of tuna, served with fingers of hot buttered toast).44 In 

the 1950s chokos also found their way into recipes for Chinese dishes. In Yep Yung Hee’s 

Chinese Recipes for Home Cooking, published in 1951, he provides instructions for Pork and 

Chokos,45 and the same recipe is repeated by Ethel Brice, cookery editor of Woman’s Day, in 

1959.46 Also writing in 1959 Chinese cookery teacher, Ella-Mei Wong gives a recipe for 

Chokos and Beef in the Australian Women’s Weekly.47 

In 1971 the Leila Howard test kitchen published its ‘20 Best Choko Recipes’ in the 

Australian Women’s Weekly.48 These included Creamy Minted Choko Soup, Chokoes à la 

Polonaise, Choko and Zucchini Salad, a recipe for Ratatouille with chokos, Chokoes with 

Ginger, Chokoes with Pineapple, as well as the inevitable Choko Pickle, Bread and Butter 

Chokoes, Choko and Corn Relish, Sweet Choko Chutney, Pickled Chokoes and Choko and 

 
43 The Queenslander, 27 October 1906, p. 4. 
44 The Farmer and the Settler, 30 April 1954, p. 22. 
45 Yep, Yung Hee. Chinese Recipes for Home Cooking, Associated General Publications, Sydney, 1951, p. 65 
46 Brice, Ethel.  Chinese Cookery Book: tested recipes for soups, meat, fish, poultry, vegetables, egg, rice and 
noodle dishes, Sungravure Ltd., Sydney, 1959. 
47 Australian Women’s Weekly, 9 September 1959, pp. 37–44. 
48 Australian Women’s Weekly, 24 November 1971, pp. 79–81. ‘Chokoes’ is the preferred spelling in AWW. 
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Lemon Jam. Chokos at last achieved culinary stardom, at least in Australia, when Stephanie 

Alexander devoted a chapter to them in the second edition of her kitchen bible, The Cook’s 

Companion, subtitled ‘The complete book of ingredients and recipes for the Australian 

kitchen’.49 Her recipes included Chinese-style Pickled Choko (with ginger and chilli), 

Mexican Choko Salad (cooked choko mixed with tomato and onion, dressed with lime juice, 

extra virgin olive oil and coriander), Choko Sautéed Western Style (sautéed in butter), Choko 

Sautéed Maurtitian-style (with chilli, garlic and oregano) and Roasted Choko (mixed with 

other root vegetables, roasted with garlic and rosemary). Alexander also recommended 

serving steamed chokos with a hot spicy sauce, stuffing them with a meat filling and serving 

with a tomato sauce, and stir frying the young tendrils and leaves. Perhaps most significantly 

Mock Apple Pie finally shook off its derisory title to revel in the name Choko Tart from 

Jamaica, although Alexander did note that prepared in this way (cooked with cloves and 

favoured with the juice and zest of limes) the choko was said to be indistinguishable from 

apple. Similarly, popular cook Maggie Beer also challenged the stereotype of the now 

‘delicate’ rather than tasteless choko with recipes for sautéed chokos in olive oil with fresh 

thyme and garlic and raw choko salad–with crab and a dressing of coconut milk and lemon 

juice or with witlof, bacon, croutons and a vinaigrette flavoured with chervil.50 

Although these new recipes dragged the choko into the twenty first century it was, 

sadly, too late. Not yet rediscovered as a fashionable vegetable, the choko is only rarely 

available to buy at the greengrocer or farmer’s market. Beer recalls chokos growing rampant 

in her aunt’s garden in Ashfield, Sydney, sprouting out of the compost and rambling over the 

back fence and into the lane beyond.51 Today choko vines have all but disappeared from 

suburban back yards for a number of reasons not least the greater choice of vegetables and 

fruit available in the market place, and the gentrification of the garden along with the 

disappearance of the outhouse over which the vine was proverbially grown. Many people 

have memories of chokos and, like Beer, remember them as a staple, however not everyone 

regards the choko fondly, partly because it was such a regular feature of mealtimes and 

remains a reminder of days of scarcity and hardship. It has become the butt of jokes and its 

reputation is forever tarnished by the association with ersatz food–in particular, mock pears 

 
49 The Cook’s Companion. The complete book of ingredients and recipes for the Australian kitchen, Penguin 
Books, Melbourne, 2004, pp. 321–325. 
50 Maggie Beer, Maggie’s Harvest, Penguin, Melbourne, 2007, pp. 66–68. 
51 Maggie Beer, Maggie’s Harvest, Penguin, Melbourne, 2007, p. 66. 
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and mock apple pies. Two of the more persistent Australian urban myths are that canned 

pears are really sweetened chokos and that McDonalds use choko in their hot apple pies. 

Phenomenal plant or culinary anachronism, love it or loath it, mourn its demise or not, few 

people are aware that the long story of the choko and its place in Australian folk lore began 

with two rather unpromising specimens of the fruit imported from Jamaica 130 years ago. 


